
This chapter tells the story of two village headmen and their activities just
before and after the Meiji Restoration of 1868. Both men were gon™, wealthy
farmers, members of the rural political, economic, and culture elite.1 Their
wealth, education and awareness of national and indeed international affairs
marked members of Japan’s village elite as a special class. They were the
middlemen, caught between center and periphery, and they were often frus-
trated observers of events which they were personally involved in but helpless
to influence. What did the opening of the country mean to them? How did
they experience the tumultuous years of transition between 1853 and 1871?
What role, if any, did they play in the drama that made up the Meiji
Restoration?

Ishizaka Sh™k™ (1841–1906) and Kojima Tamemasa (1830–1900) were
village leaders in the area around present-day Machida City in the south-
western corner of Tokyo Metropolis. Both were active in the 1860s,
maintaining local law and order during the time in which the Tokugawa
regime came under attack and eventually collapsed. They lived within a half-
day’s walk from the shogun’s castle and were even closer to Yokohama, the site
of foreign intrusion. And, like many other members of the village elite, both
men left extensive records, including diaries and correspondence, allowing
historians a glimpse into their thoughts and actions during these tumultuous
years.2

The Ishizaka family served as hereditary headmen of the village of
Notsuda, and the Kojima family were likewise the headmen of neighboring
Onoji village. These villages were under the jurisdiction of several Tokugawa
vassal (hatamoto) families and were located in the Tama district of Musashino
province, one of the eight provinces that made up the Kant™ district. In 1827
the bakufu, in the interests of improving its control over villages in the Kant™,
ordered the creation of a system of village leagues, each composed of several
smaller groupings. The central village of each league was known for its prison
(yoseba) where criminals were held before being sent to Edo. Two or more
representatives (s™dai) of each small village grouping reported to the head of
the yoseba league.3 Notsuda was one village in a league of thirty-four with the
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yoseba located in neighboring Onoji village. When the system was established,
Ishizaka Shoko’s father, Sh™kichi served as representative and was in close
contact with Kojima Tamemasa’s father Masanori, who held the position of
head of the yoseba league (yoseba nanushi) in Onoji.

The two men are a study in contrasts. Kojima Tamemasa was born in 1830
and remained in Onoji until he died in 1900. His father began a diary in 1836;
Tamemasa took over the diary in 1848 when he succeeded his father as yoseba

head. The Kojima diary (1836–1922) spans 86 years and was kept by four
generations of the Kojima family; it is an especially valuable document for the
social history of modern Japan.4 Tamemasa, aside from his administrative
duties, was a Confucian scholar and master of Chinese poetry. He also was an
able swordsman, having studied under the famous Kond™ Isami. After the
Meiji Restoration he remained committed to the past; he refused to cut his
hair in the Western fashion or abandon his kimono.

Ishikzaka Sh™k™ pursued a different life course. He was born in 1841 and
succeeded his father as village headman in 1856, three years after the opening
of the country by Commodore Perry. Forever close to the Kojima family, he
and Tamemasa established legal ties of brotherhood; moreover, Sh™k™ studied
Confucianism, poetry, and swordsmanship under Tamemasa’s guidance. They
worked in concert in maintaining village stability during the crisis years of the
Restoration. Both were committed to Confucian solutions to the problems of
the day. After 1868, however, Sh™k™ took an interest in Western learning. He
was a pioneer in bringing “civilization and enlightenment” to rural Japan. He
was rewarded officially for his efforts at promoting Western-style haircuts in his
village. And, as can be seen more in detail in Chapter 9, by the late 1870s
Sh™k™ had escaped the boundaries of village society and politics and had
established himself as a leader of the Liberty and People’s Rights Movement
in the Kant™ region. In 1878 he was elected to the first Kanagawa Prefectural
Assembly; in 1890 he was elected to the Lower House in Japan’s first national
election. He finished his political career as Governor of Gumma Prefecture
before he passed away in 1906. By this time his daughter had converted to
Christianity and his son had emigrated to America.

News of the arrival of Perry’s warships off the coast of Uraga on the 3rd
day of the sixth month 1853 spread quickly; two days later Ishizaka Sh™kichi
rushed to the Kojima compound in Onoji to inform the head of the yoseba

league of the foreign intrusion. According to the Kojima diary, news from offi-
cial sources in Edo arrived on the 10th. Village officials met to discuss their
response. They drew up a plan to mobilize 38 villagers armed with bows and
arrows, spears, and rifles in case of need.5 In 1854, when Perry returned to
negotiate a treaty of friendship, Kojima noted in his diary that even three-
year-old children were scared of the barbarians and the possibility of war.6

Villagers throughout the Kant™ offered up money and prayers to protect the
country.7
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The confusion caused by Perry was immediately linked to fears of a break-
down of social order in the countryside surrounding Edo. The 1830s and
1840s had seen famine and failed attempts at reform. The village leagues were
set up to combat lawlessness and gambling, but met with limited success.
Internal disorder was followed by foreign threats and compounded by natural
disasters. In 1855 Ishizaka Sh™kichi made his way to the ruins of Edo to
inspect the damage caused by the Great Ansei Earthquake. He presented
himself at the residence of the Tomita family, one of the hatamoto masters of
Notsuda village. Village money and labor were soon on their way to help with
repairs. In 1856 floods were the problem. The rains began on the 25th day of
the eighth month and gradually increased in intensity. By the time the rains
abated, much of Edo and its environs were flooded. Of the 34 villages in the
Onoji yoseba league, 30 suffered extensive damage. Houses were flooded, irri-
gations networks were destroyed, and crops were ruined. Cholera and measles
epidemics followed in the late 1850s and early 1860s. Members of the village
elite feared that their world was falling apart.

In 1857 Sh™kichi, overworked, died at the age of 56. Sh™k™ succeeded his
father as Notsuda village headman and representative to the yoseba league. As
he was only 16 years old, precautions were taken. His birth father, Tomosuke,
was appointed guardian and Kojima Tamemasa formalized ties of brother-
hood with the young headman. Tamemasa also presented Sh™k™ with a brief
biography of Sh™k™’s father, intending to offer Sh™kichi’s life as the model of
an ideal village leader. He was described as a reformer who sought to improve
village morality. He promoted village schools, and took active measures to halt
gambling. He helped the rural poor and refused all gifts, protesting that it was
his duty as headman to help people in distress.8 In 1838 Sh™kichi had
succeeded in bringing three ruffians to justice and was officially recognized by
officials in Edo for his efforts in keeping the peace. Indeed, known as “Ishizaka
of the Kant™ Region,” his reputation as an able administrator spread far
beyond the Onoji yoseba league. According to Tamemasa’s account, he was
respected both for his loyalty to his hatamoto lord in Edo and for his compas-
sion towards poor farmers in his village. His was the perfect example of
benevolent rule ( jinsei).

Traveling scholars

Both the Kojima and Ishizaka families were by far the largest landholders in
their village. The landholdings of the Ishizaka family in the 1850s, for
example, consisted of 27 ch™ tan which produced an estimated 127 koku, about
one-sixth of the entire estimated product of the village (822 koku). Both fami-
lies also made money as pawn brokers. Aside from wealth, however, education
marked the gon™ as a class apart. Both families, for example, had libraries of
over 10,000 volumes. Kojima Tamemasa was especially noted for his
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Confucian scholarship. He and other members of the village elite regularly
welcomed traveling scholars, tea masters, poets, musicians, and swordsmen
into their homes. Tamemasa counted as his “three masters” the Confucian
scholar Kikuchi Kikuj™ (1781–1864), the teacher of Chinese poetry Toyama
Unny™ (1809–1863), and the national studies activist Takatori Hansai
(1833–1864).9 Kikuchi had instilled in Kojima a respect for the Analects of
Confucius. He visited Onoji for the first time in 1851; Tamemasa and several
other local wealthy farmers enrolled as disciples in 1852. They joined a roster
of over 3,000 fellow students. For over 50 years Kikuchi was constantly on the
road, staying one or two days in the houses of wealthy farmers throughout the
western parts of the Kant™ region. Toyama was similarly a traveling master of
Chinese poetry, maintaining regular contact with his disciples; he stayed for a
few days in Onoji each year and large numbers of local poets descended upon
the Kojima household. Tamemasa’s relation to Takatori was more personal.
He was a wandering agitator and scholar attracted to loyalist and expulsionist
(sonn™ j™i) ideals and especially the teachings of the Mito School. From him
Tamemasa learned about the West and came to fear what might happen if
foreigners were allowed to remain on Japan’s sacred soil. After Takatori’s
death in 1864 Tamemasa and Sh™k™ visited his grave where they swore alle-
giance to the cause of grassroots imperial loyalism.

To these scholars must be added the famous swordsman Kond™ Isami. Fear
of lawlessness led wealthy farmers to promote the study of swordsmanship in
their villages. The Tennen Rishin school was especially popular. In the 1840s
the Kojima family set up a fencing hall (d™j™) in Onoji and invited Kond™
Shusuke from neighboring Oyama to give instruction to the village youth. In
the 1850s and 1860s such halls were set up throughout the Tama district.
Kojima Tamemasa enrolled as a Kond™ disciple and received his license in
1848; Ishizaka Sh™k™ received his license later in 1863 and similarly set up a
practice hall in Notsuda. Alongside Confucian scholarship and the composi-
tion of Chinese verse, swordsmanship became part of the required cultivation
of male members of the wealthy farming class. Kond™ Shusuke and his
adopted son, Kond™ Isami, were regular visitors to the Kojima household as
they traveled from village to village, offering instruction in swordsmanship.
Tamemasa was especially close to Isami and, as he had done earlier with
Sh™k™, formalized ties of brotherhood in 1863, just before Isami left for Kyoto
to join the special police force of the Tokugawa, the Shinsengumi. Tamemasa,
Sh™k™ and other wealthy families in the Tama district continued to support
Isami and another local swordsman, Hijikata Toshiz™ by sending cash and
other gifts.10

Wealthy farmers thus maintained extensive networks with a wide variety of
people. A casual glance at the Kojima diary reveals a constant parade of visi-
tors: neighboring friends and family, merchants, poets, bakufu and hatamoto

officials, priests, swordsmen, calligraphers, painters, musicians, doctors,
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nativist scholars, and other village intellectuals. Moreover, Tamemasa and
Sh™k™ frequently went to nearby villages, sometimes as far as Hachi™ji (a walk
of around 20 kilometers), to attend poetry gatherings or contests of swords-
manship. G™n™ members of the same village league were especially close; they
met frequently, composed poetry, and engaged in political debate. They kept
abreast of news from Edo and from Kyoto and were concerned observers of
the dramatic events that led to the Meiji Restoration.

Fighting for the village poor

As village leaders inspired by Confucian teaching, the g™n™ sought to maintain
law and order in rural society. To be sure, there were unprincipled men in the
villages with wealth and power, and many local merchants were quick to take
advantage of new opportunities for profit, but in the Tama district the local
elite were noted for their sympathy with the plight of the poor. This can be
seen in the efforts Tamemasa and Sh™k™ made to exempt their villagers from
special levies imposed by bakufu and hatamoto officials in conjunction with the
wars against Ch™shH domain in the mid-1860s.

Onoji village was a post station on the Oyama Kaid™, an important
pilgrimage route and secondary road linking Edo and Shizuoka, the ancestral
home of the Tokugawa family. For services rendered when the road was
constructed in the early seventeenth century, Onoji and several other villages
were granted perpetual immunity from the obligation, placed on other
villages, to provide packhorses and labor for highway services (sukego). They
were able to keep this privileged status until 1847, when increased traffic made
additional sources of labor and revenue necessary. Later, in 1864, the bakufu’s
decision to send an expedition south to subjugate Ch™shH caused a surge of
traffic along the Tokaid™ and secondary routes such as the Oyama Kaid™. In
the ninth month 1864 Onoji, Notsuda, and nine other villages were ordered to
make special contributions for post station expenses. At the beginning of the
next month Tamemasa led a delegation of village headmen to Edo to protest
the new burdens.

During his stay in Edo, Tamemasa kept a special diary in which he detailed
the progress of their campaign.11 A petition was drawn up and presented to
the Commissioner of Roads on the 6th day of the tenth month. Farmers, the
documents stated, were already overtaxed and needed help from the bakufu to
quell roving bands of ruffians who were disturbing the peace. Thereafter, day
after day, the headmen made the rounds of various bakufu and hatamoto offices
in order to advance their cause. On the 23rd another petition was submitted.
Word circulated that petitions submitted by other villages, also seeking exemp-
tions, had been rejected. On the 29th, the Onoji delegation received their
formal rejection.
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On the 3rd day of the eleventh month Tamemasa returned to Onoji with
this information. A village assembly was held and the farmers, rich and poor
alike, refused to accept the bakufu’s decision; Tamemasa and the others were
required to return to Edo and continue negotiations with bakufu officials. He
remained in Edo for one month; on the 6th day of the twelfth month
Tamemasa presented a new petition to the Commissioner of Roads. This peti-
tion was rejected on the 9th but, undaunted, Tamemasa began to draw up
another petition. In this endeavor he was joined by other village headmen who
were similarly refusing to accept the bakufu decree. Finally, in the first month
of 1865, the Ch™shH expedition was halted and demands for special contribu-
tions were withdrawn.

In 1866, however, a second expedition against Ch™shH was the occasion for
a new round of financial levies placed on the Kant™ villages. Some were
ordered to pay as much as 60 ry™ in gold; others, like Onoji, were told to
supply 260 laborers for post station duties. Again the village headmen
protested. Petitions were submitted and when these failed, in the fifth month
Tamemasa and thirteen other village headmen submitted their resignations en
masse as one final strategy. Tamemasa had earlier composed a Chinese poem
expressing his opposition to the Ch™shH expedition and his criticism of the
shogun for his failure to expel the barbarians:

For brothers to fight one another is unbearable
Instead we must be fearful of threats from outside
Ah! The country is beset by problems from within
A policy of wealth and power is one solution
Through it we can sweep away the long-standing threat from outside
And the true spirit of our divine country will spread throughout the five
continents.12

Village self-defense forces

One concern that appears frequently in the writings of both Tamemasa and
Sh™k™ is the need to preserve and promote village unity and harmony (isson

ichiwa). To this end, village leaders were unashamed to repeat the tenets of
conventional morality: work hard, do good, help others, respect one’s elders,
be frugal, avoid gambling, and promote harmony. As Tamemasa wrote in his
diary in 1865, his descendants should “be frugal, avoid luxury, and come to
the aid of the impoverished.” The last years of the Tokugawa era were
volatile. High commodity prices forced many to turn to the pawnshop and
some to contemplate robbery. In the Kant™ region gambling was rife and
bands of masterless samurai created terror. Merchants who profited from the
opening of foreign trade were easily the object of scorn. In 1866 poor harvests
made it difficult for people living on the margins of society to make ends
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meet.13 Rioting broke out in Edo and the surrounding countryside; the BushH
Outburst in the sixth month of 1866 being the largest, but by no means the
first or the last explosion of violence to rock Japanese society.14 Concerned
village officials, unable to rely on bakufu institutions of peacekeeping, were
forced to devise their own means of self-defense.

On the 18th day of the second month 1865, Ishizaka Sh™k™ rushed to
Onoji to give Tamemasa news of rioting in Edo and elsewhere. He went on to
list ten recent incidents of murder and the use of rifles and cannon on farmers
armed only with bamboo spears. “With things like this,” he asked, “is not the
bakufu on the verge of collapse?”15 Conditions grew worse. Reports of rioting,
robbery, and murders filled the pages of Tamemasa diary for 1865 and 1866.
He noted the anger of the poor over the rise in commodity prices and the fear
of the rich of being attacked. His coverage of the BushH Outburst was espe-
cially detailed. The rioting began on the 13th day of the sixth month, 1866,
and quickly spread into the Tama districts, at one point crossing the Tama
River around Hachi™ji with the intention to advance on Yokohama.

On the one hand, Tamemasa sympathized with the distress of the rioting
farmers; corrupt merchants deserved the punishment of heaven. The poor
had risen up seeking a better society (yonaoshi). On the other hand, there was
the urgent need to restore law and order. He noted with satisfaction the role
that farmer militias (n™hei) from Hachi™ji, Hino and Kiso had played in the
suppression of the uprising. Armed with rifles, n™hei troops fired on the rioters,
determined to protect their own villages.

Tamemasa was in fact in the process of forming Onoji’s own self-defense
force.16 His diary entry for the 17th day of the sixth month noted, with some
relief, that peace had been restored without having to mobilize forces in Onoji.
Still, he and other village leaders could not rest easy. Fearing possible action by
small cultivators, Tamemasa ordered relief rice for the Onoji poor. At the
same time he hurried the organization and training of an Onoji village militia.
Regulations were drawn up and a chain of command created. Significantly
the document was entitled “Regulations and Roster of Swordsmen who will
Deliver our Village from Danger.”17 The army of 75 men began regular drills
within the precincts of Mansh™ji temple. Most were armed with spears and
swords, but Kojima also managed to purchase 15 modern rifles through the
offices of the Tomita family, the Onoji hatamoto overlord in Edo. A makeshift
wooden cannon completed the arsenal. Uniforms, helmets, packs, canteens,
and other equipment were issued. A special chop affixed to all n™hei docu-
ments read: “Civility (bun) for peace within; military force (bu) for threats from
without.” Hashimoto Masao (age 33) and Hashimoto Masanao (age 23), both
headmen within the Onoji village league, were designated Commanders-in-
Chief. The army was divided into two: infantry armed with rifles divided into
three squads of five men each on the right, and spearmen similarly divided
into three squads to the left. Bannermen, and a drum and fife corps preceded
them. The cannon brought up the rear.
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Kojima Tamemasa and Ishizaka Sh™k™ took charge of training. On the 3rd
day of the eleventh month 1866, Tamemasa introduced the basics of
marching and shouted orders: “Forward march! Present arms! Right turn! Left
turn! Prepare cannon!” Later, in 1867, a village academy, the Bunbukan
(Academy of Letters and Arms) was established for academic as well as mili-
tary drill. Tamemasa assumed the role of chief instructor.

The Onoji n™hei was one of many farmer militias formed in the late years of
Tokugawa rule.18 Some had the blessing of the bakufu. Shortly before the
arrival of Commodore Perry, the Kant™ Inspector, Egawa Tar™zaemon
(Hidetoshi) proposed the creation of village militias to help with national
defense. Rejecting the idea at the outset, in 1863 the bakufu allowed farmers to
arm, in effect passing responsibility for local law and order into the hands of
the village elite. Tamemasa, Sh™k™, and other g™n™ were willing to take on this
duty, not for the sake of the Tokugawa family, but for village self-defense.

The Restoration in Tama

Again Ishizaka Sh™k™ was the source of momentous news. On the 25th day of
the tenth month 1867, he and Kojima Tamemasa discussed reports that the
shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu, had returned governing authority to the emperor
in Kyoto. Tamemasa was worried: he yearned for an imperial restoration, but he
was not necessarily opposed to Tokugawa rule. He and Sh™k™ were, after all,
patrons of the special Tokugawa police force stationed in Kyoto, the
Shinsengumi. Thus, in the twelfth month, news that the imperial palace had been
taken over by Satsuma and Ch™shH forces and the office of shogun abolished was
the cause of further anxiety. On the 23rd, Sh™k™ made his way to Edo where he
stayed five days gathering information. He was in Edo when Aizu troops attacked
the Satsuma residence and burnt it to the ground. War seemed imminent.

During the early months of 1868 the Onoji n™hei drilled with increasing
frequency, perhaps in response to reports of the advance of the imperial army
on Edo. According to the Kojima diary, the village militia carried out 12 full
days of drill between the end of the first month and the beginning of the third
month (28/1, 1/2. 6/2, 10/2, 15/2, 21/2, 25/2, 30/2, 3/3, 4/3, 5/3, 10/3).19

Saig™ Takamori and the advance guard of the imperial army arrived in
Shinagawa on the 14th day of the third month of 1868. Negotiations with Katsu
KaishH resulted in agreement to surrender Edo Castle on the 11th day of the
fourth month. In the meantime, many Tokugawa troops choose to decamp and
join forces with a league of northeastern domains opposed to the new imperial
government. Kond™ Isami and Hijikata Toshiz™ and other Shinsengumi
swordsmen also refused to surrender. Once returned to Edo, and renamed the
Chinbutai, the squad of just over 200 Tokugawa patriots left Nait™ Shinjuku on
the 1st day of the third month, and traveled west on the KoshH Kaid™ to engage
the T™sand™ arm of the imperial army in K™fu. As early as the 15th day of the
second month, Ishizaka drew up plans to join forces with Kond™ Isami. A docu-
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ment dated the 3rd day of the third month shows Sh™k™ as the leader of the
Kank™kai, a newly created group of armed Tama villagers willing to join the
Chinbutai in resisting the advance of the imperial army. Kond™’s men had
arrived in Hino on the 2nd, where they received a warm welcome from the local
farmer’s militia. A group of thirty Hino villagers formed themselves into a unit
called the Kasugatai and joined Kond™’s anti-imperial force. They quickly
moved on, crossing the Sasago Pass into the K™fu Basin on the 5th. In snow and
bitter cold, the Chinbutai engaged the enemy on the 6th day; they were vastly
outnumbered and easily defeated. Kond™ managed to escape and join guerilla
forces in the northern part of Kant™. On the 24th day of the fourth month he
was captured and his head taken as a trophy.

Why Sh™k™’s squad failed to join the Chinbutai remains unclear; records
show that for three days, the 3rd, 4th, and 5th days of the third month 1868, he
was ready to move Onoji troops at a moment’s notice. Kond™ Isami may have
thought twice about allowing his Onoji friends to join what was certain to be a
death march. We do know, however, that his Tomita overlord placed Sh™k™
under house arrest on the 3rd day of the fourth month. Not only had he
contemplated leading troops against the imperial army, but, as village headman,
he had refused directives from the Tomita family to contribute money to help
pay for T™sand™ army expenses. The villages of Onoji, Notsuda, Okura and
Zushi were ordered to pay three gold ry™ for every 100 koku of village harvest.
Other villages were told to supply additional packhorses and labor to local post
stations. Sh™k™ joined with other headmen to protest the exactions of tribute to
an army that had ousted the Tokugawa from power. In any case, Sh™k™ ignored
his punishment. On the 6th, 8th, 10th, and 11th of the fourth month he traveled
to Onoji to confer with Tamemasa. He attended village assemblies and, acting in
concert with other village headmen, drew up petitions against the imposition of
new levies. Representatives of some 37 villages, including Onoji and Notsuda,
delegated Sh™k™ and three other men with authority to negotiate with the new
government.20 On the 11th day of the fifth month the representatives traveled to
the Kanagawa post station to present their petition. They asked for the imme-
diate withdrawal of all special levies, pleading general impoverishment, poor
harvests, hunger, and even starvation, let alone any ability to pay regular taxes.21

From Kanagawa they traveled to Edo to make appeals directly to their Tomita
overlord before returning home. By chance Sh™k™ was in Edo on the 15th of the
fifth month 1868, when the imperial army, under the command of Omura
Masujir™, fought to oust the last remaining pro-Tokugawa forces in the city, the
Sh™gitai from their bastion atop Ueno Hill. Sh™k™ was thus witness to the last
gasp of the Tokugawa regime. Victory gave the new imperial government, for
the first time, undisputed control of Edo and strengthened its claim to national
leadership.22

Fires caused by the Battle of Ueno Hill lit the night skies, visible even in the
Onoji area. When Sh™k™ arrived back from Edo days later, Tamemasa was eager
for news. His diary entry for the 17th read:
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Hichitsuke and Matajir™ (Sh™k™) arrived from Edo. According to them
the imperial army and the Sh™gitai have fought and victory went to the
imperial forces. Both sides used cannon and guns able to fire six rounds
in rapid succession and other modern weapons. They said that the
Sh™gitai suffered 200 causalities.

Sh™k™, while lamenting the fate of the Sh™gitai, was nonetheless impressed with
the masterful display of cannon and Western military science. One source notes
that the experience convinced him of the need to study about the West.23

Partting of the ways

Kojima Tamemasa was a firm believer in Confucian ideals. He hoped that
the Meiji government would bring about a renewal of Confucian political and
social ideals. In the spring of 1869 he addressed a poem to the new governor of
Kanagawa prefecture:

The starving old and young cry out in anguish
When will the spring winds come to our desolate village?
To you I plead, take heed of the word benevolence
Make sure these people receive the imperial favor.24

Sh™k™ shared these Confucian concerns. During the chaotic early years of the
new regime, the two men worked closely together to ensure village stability. In
early 1869 the imperial army defeated the last pockets of resistance; it also set
about reorganized local government. Kanagawa prefecture was created in the
ninth month of 1868; in the spring of 1869 villages were reorganized, ending
the practice of multiple jurisdictions. Notsuda village, for example, included
lands belonging to three hatamoto families besides the Tomita; aside from Sh™k™,
therefore, there were in fact three other Notsuda village headmen. Different tax
rates had applied according to jurisdiction, causing friction within the village.
The new government required the hatamoto to give up their lands and  reorganize
the villages as single administrative units. It was Sh™k™’s job to draw up the regu-
lations for the new village. Among the 18 articles were injunctions to promote
agriculture, mutual assistance in times of disaster, and harmonious resolution of
all disputes. From the outset Sh™k™ included a sort of preamble that described a
new political morality for villagers:

As a result of the restoration of imperial rule, it is fortunate indeed to
have village unity and harmony (isson ichiwa). Therefore, even more than
before, you are expected to exert yourselves in observing the notice
boards, to uphold loyalty and filial piety and sympathize with the weak,
to cast aside all base customs and selfish ideas, to quit any support for
partiality or prejudice, to avoid all wasteful expenses, and forever keep
in mind that work for the village is of primary importance.25
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At the end of the 18 articles, Sh™k™ included instructions on village government
reform, calling for village assemblies to undertake a thorough examination of
existing laws. “Old regulations are to be reviewed. New and old regulations, one
by one, shall be subject to exhaustive public discussion. Village regulations based
on justice shall be established.”26 The emphasis on open discussion and justice
and on the primacy of village interests foreshadow Sh™k™’s later activities as a
politician in pursuit of local autonomy and people’s rights.

In 1871 Sh™k™ worked to set up a village school that taught Western subjects
alongside Confucianism. He became a spokesman for Western “civilization and
enlightenment” in the Kanagawa countryside. The two men had worked closely
together in the Restoration years, but gradually grew apart. According to the
Kojima diary, Sh™k™ visited the Kojima house 46 times in 1868, 49 times in
1868, 35 times in 1870, and 28 times in 1871. For the rest of his life Tamemasa
devoted his energies to Confucian education, which to him constituted the true
source of “civilization and enlightenment.”27

Conclusion

What can we learn from the lives of Ishizaka Sh™k™ and Kojima Tamemasa?
First, it is clear that some members of the local elite (g™n™) were sincerely
concerned with the welfare of the less fortunate members of village society. To
be sure, the rich were capable of unscrupulous behavior and examples of upris-
ings by the poor to protest injustice abound. But there are even more examples,
especially in the Tama district, of village leaders who actively sought to maintain
local law and order. Tamemasa and Sh™k™ encouraged education, provided
relief rice and emergency loans, and organized a militia in the interests of village
self-defense. Second, the intellectual life of the local elite is impressive. Aside
from their cultural pursuits, nativist studies, imperial loyalty, and especially
orthodox Confucianism inspired them. They maintained large libraries, and
sought to put Confucian theory into practice. An illustrated text prepared in
1871 by Sh™k™ and Tamemasa for use in the village school demonstrates the way
members of the elite used Confucian teachings to discipline thought and
behavior within the village (Figure 3.2). Third, the political awareness and
activism of the g™n™ must be stressed. Developed channels of information meant
that events taking place in Edo and Kyoto were quickly discussed and debated in
Japan. Aside from his diary,  Kojima Tamemasa kept a record of all news that
came to his ears, including rumors and satirical verse. Members of the village
elite involved themselves in regional politics. Tamemasa and Sh™k™ wrote peti-
tions and joined with other headmen in pressing for positive results. At the
national level, the g™n™ not only offered wise advice (for example, informing the
new governor of Kanagawa of the need to carry out benevolent rule) but they
were no strangers to rough words and deeds. Sh™k™ contemplated leading the
village militia against the imperial army. Ironically, it was the head of a young
Tama farmer turned swordsman, Kond™ Isami, that was displayed in the streets
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of Kyoto as proof of victory over the Tokugawa. Another Tama man, Hijikata
Toshiz™, fought in Hakodate in the spring of 1869, and was one of the last men
to give his life for the old regime.

A fourth point relates to the complexity of political loyalties. The story line
that pits “pro-emperor” forces against “pro-Tokugawa” is too simple. As the
examples of Tamemasa and Sh™k™ show, it was possible, and perhaps common,
to be both an imperial loyalist and a supporter of the Tokugawa family. In either
case, for many members of the local elite, village interests came first. As Sh™k™’s
1869 village regulations noted, “Work for the village is of primary importance.”
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the village elites were a stabilizing force in
what was otherwise a period of political and economic disarray. Tamemasa,
Sh™k™ and other local leaders kept relative peace in the countryside when the
central government could not; they refused excessive levies, but otherwise
ensured that taxes were paid. Throughout the Restoration years they continued
as middlemen, moving between the central authorities and the masses of the
farming population.
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Figure 3.1 “Filial piety keeps one on the right path” (Text by Ishizaka Sh™k™; illustration
by Kojima Tamemasa), 1871

Source: Kojima Archives, Machida City


